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While students’ difficulties in constructing scientific arguments have been studied, research on developing the quality of students’ scientific arguments through the implementation of instructional interventions is limited. The present study aims to examine the effects of an instructional intervention for Ohm’s Law, which was designed on a teaching science as practices approach, on the development of the structure of students’ written scientific arguments. Instructional material was constructed for teaching Ohm’s Law and was implemented to 14-year-old students. The research data included students’ written answers (arguments) put down on worksheets during the instructional intervention, as well as students’ answers (arguments) to a questionnaire they were provided with before and after the instructional intervention. Data analysis showed that the instructional intervention contributed to developing the structure of students’ written scientific arguments. The study concludes with a discussion on the results and proposals for further research.
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INTRODUCTION

In the traditional science teaching approach, students are meant to memorize laws and theories and implement ordered problem-solving strategies and methodologies (Sandoval, 2003), which estranges them from the appeal of exploration, standardizes science achievements, and dogmatizes scientific knowledge acquired to date (Kuhn, 1993). Under the traditional science teaching approach, only few students manage to perceive the objective image of science as a process for constructing and reviewing models and theories about the way our world works and evolves, through scientific arguments (Driver, Leach, Millar & Scott, 1996).

The focal point of scientists’ work is to construct arguments and contrast them with other scientists’ arguments. In addition to scientists, it is necessary for students to be able to construct arguments (NRC, 2012). Constructing arguments is a practice necessary for all aspects of social life. It is intended that citizens understand other people’s views, perceive whether they are justified, and construct arguments including claims, evidence and reasonings (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). The educational process should be focused on familiarizing students with the components of an argument and on developing activities that engage the students in constructing and assessing arguments. Learning involving the construction of scientific argument influences student content knowledge and can increase student understanding of content knowledge (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009).

However, nowadays practices in the classroom provide the students with very few opportunities to construct scientific arguments (Hernandes & Tecpan, 2018; Lemke, 1990; Driver, Newton & Osborne, 2000). It has been suggested that students can develop the quality of their scientific arguments through properly designed instructional interventions that include activities providing the students with opportunities to express their
conceptions and contrast with the conceptions of their peers (Driver et al., 2000; Osborne, Erduran & Simon, 2004). Also, explicit instruction of scientific arguments and use of appropriate evidence can help students construct better scientific arguments (McNeill, 2009).

In recent years, research has highlighted the difficulties students of all educational levels find in constructing scientific arguments. Apart from gaps in understanding content, these difficulties of the students are also due to their unfamiliarity with the structure (components) of scientific arguments (Jimenez-Aleixandre, Rodriguez & Duschl, 2000).

While there is extensive research assessing students’ scientific arguments, the research that studies the impact of instructional interventions on improving the quality of scientific arguments is limited (e.g., Berland & McNeill, 2010; Chen et al., 2016; McNeill, Lizotte, Krajcik, & Marx, 2006; Sampson et al., 2013; Sampson & Walker, 2012; Sandoval, 2003; Ural & Gençoğlan, 2020; Walker & Sampson, 2013). One of the questions that have not been fully answered in science education literature is whether quality of students’ arguments changes during instructional interventions. Also, there are no studies separately investigating the structure and the content of students’ scientific arguments. Furthermore, there are no studies on electric circuits investigating students’ written arguments and studying the development of students’ arguments during the instructional interventions. The purpose of the present study is to investigate the effects of an instructional intervention for Ohm’s Law on developing the structure of students’ written scientific arguments.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Components and Quality of Students’ Scientific Arguments

Scientific arguments justify scientific claims or explanations through the use of reasoning and evidence (Osborne & Patterson, 2011). McNeill and Krajcik (2012) simplified Toulmin’s model of argumentation (Toulmin, 1958), in attempts to provide a framework that junior high school science students could use. According to McNeill and Krajcik (2012), students’ scientific arguments consist of four components: claim, evidence, reasoning and rebuttal (Figure 1). The claim is the conclusion responding to a question, the evidence is the data supporting the claim, the reasoning links the evidence to the claim through scientific principles, and finally, the rebuttal intends to justify why any other claim would be wrong (McNeill & Krajcik, 2012).

McNeill et al. (2006) propose a model for assessing the quality of students’ scientific arguments based on two dimensions: structure and content. With regard to structure, the model at first assesses whether the argument includes all its components (claim, evidence, reasoning, and rebuttal) and then whether these components are sufficient, regardless of their content. With regard to content, the components of the argument are examined whether they are appropriate in relation to school knowledge.

Teaching Science as Practices

According to constructivist approach to learning, knowledge is not passively received by the students, but is actively constructed by them based on their prior conceptions (Forbes et al., 2014; Widolo et al., 2002). Instruction aims to negotiate and revise students’ prior conceptions so that the students can construct conceptions consistent with school knowledge.

The intellectual and practical work related to processing and revising conceptions is based on students’ engagement in science practices (“teaching science as practices”) (NRC, 2012). The term science practices refers to the main practices in which scientists engage while studying and constructing models and theories about the natural world (NRC, 2012). The practices can be conceptualized into three groups (McNeill, Katsh-Singer & Pelletier, 2015; McNeill et al., 2018): investigating practices (asking questions, planning and carrying out investigations, using mathematical and computational thinking), sensemaking practices (developing and using models, analyzing and interpreting data, constructing

Figure 1. Framework for constructing arguments (McNeill & Krajcik, 2012)
explaining), and critiquing practices (engaging in argument from evidence, obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information).

These practices can push students toward deeper conceptual understanding of science ideas (Schwarz, Passmore, & Reiser, 2017). Therefore, teachers need to engage students in the science practices in order for students to apply and explain science ideas (Krajcik, et al, 2014; Osborne & Quinn, 2017).

LITERATURE REVIEW

Several studies have focused on assessing the quality of students’ arguments. Quite often, students put forward only one claim that answers the question they are asked without evidence (Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; Kuhn, 1993; Sadler, 2004). They usually adopt the ideas of a scientist, their teacher, or one of their peers, and do not seek evidence to support their claim (Ford, 2008). They find it difficult to justify their claims by providing sufficient and appropriate evidence (Bell & Linn, 2000; Chinn & Brewer, 2001; Heng, Surif & Seng, 2015; Jiménez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; Kang, Swanson & Bauler, 2017; McNeill & Krajcik, 2009; 2012; Moje et al., 2004; Sadler, 2004; Sandoval, 2003; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005). They use inappropriate evidence that is either irrelevant or non-supporting (McNeill & Krajcik, 2007) and they tend not to use all the data available to them (Sandoval & Millwood, 2005). Several students use their personal and everyday experiences in order to support their claims (Soniger, Kelcey & Gotwals, 2009; McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). It has been found that students find it particularly difficult to propose a reasoning connecting the evidence they provided with their claim, and, when they sometimes do so, they do not mention any scientific principles in order to support the connection between the evidence and the claim (Kelly, Drucker & Chen, 1998; Lizotte et al., 2003; McNeill & Krajcik, 2007, 2012; Moje et al., 2004; Sadler, 2004; Songer & Gotwals, 2012; Zeidler, 1997). Rarely do students, but adults as well, spontaneously include rebuttals in their arguments, and, when they do so, they do not contrast with the other views using evidence and scientific principles (Kuhn, 1993; McNeill & Krajcik, 2012; Zeidler, 1997).

It has also been recorded that when students freely express their claim, they provide no evidence at all nor do they propose a reasoning, while when they are asked to complete every component of their argument separately, they tend to construct arguments of higher quality (Gotwals, Songer & Bullard, 2012). In their attempt to construct arguments in questions related to science issues, the students often encounter additional difficulties associated with the conceptual understanding of the phenomenon they study and the use of specialized vocabulary (Moje et al., 2004).

While students’ difficulties in constructing arguments have been studied, there is limited research investigating the contribution of instructional interventions to developing the quality of students’ written scientific arguments (e.g., Chen et al., 2016; González-Howard et al., 2018; Grooms et al., 2015; Klieger & Rochsar, 2017; McNeill & Krajcik, 2012; Sampson et al., 2013; Ural & Gençoğlan, 2020; Su, 2020). The above studies have shown that the ability of the students to construct scientific arguments could be developed when the students are taught the structure of an argument and are provided with opportunities to construct and assess arguments through activities.

In case of electric circuits, students’ conceptions have extensively been investigated and it was found that students use conceptions that are frequently different from school knowledge (e.g., Psillos et al., 1987; Shipstone, 1984, 1985, 1988; Shipstone et al., 1988). It was also found that instructional interventions based on the constructivist approach to learning can help students construct conceptions consistent with school knowledge (Chiu & Lin, 2005; von Rhöneck & Grob, 1991).

The above literature review of research shows that both students’ conceptions about electric circuits and the quality of scientific arguments produced by the students have been studied. Although the construction of scientific arguments by the students has been recognized as important and studies have been carried out on dealing with students’ conceptions about electric circuits, there is no research studying the contribution of instructional interventions for electric circuits to the quality of students’ scientific arguments. Furthermore, the studies that have been carried out about students’ arguments have studied the development of the quality (both structure and content) of arguments. There is no research separately investigating the development of the structure and the development of the content of students’ scientific arguments.

PURPOSE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The present study focuses on investigating the structure of students’ arguments about Ohm’s Law, regardless of their conceptual content. The purpose of the present study is to investigate the effects of an instructional intervention for Ohm’s Law, which was designed on a teaching science as practices approach, on the development of the structure of 14-year-old students’ written scientific arguments.

In particular, the present study aims to answer the following research question: What is the contribution of an instructional intervention for Ohm’s Law, which
is designed on a teaching science as practices approach, to the structure of 14-year-old junior high school students’ written scientific arguments?

METHODS

Design of the Study and Sample

In the present study, the mixed method case study design, a combination of qualitative and quantitative research, was exploited and both quantitative and qualitative data was collected. “A mixed methods case study design is a type of mixed methods study in which the quantitative and qualitative data collection, results, and integration are used to provide in-depth evidence for a case(s) or develop cases for comparative analysis” (Creswell & Plano Clarke, 2018, p.116).

This study was conducted in three phases. In the first phase, a questionnaire and the instructional material about Ohm’s Law (worksheets) were developed. The questionnaire and the instructional material were implemented in three students, so that any vague points could be stressed, and then they were evaluated by two science education researchers. Remarks made by both the students and the researchers led to the appropriate corrections. The second phase included the instructional intervention in students participating in the research, while the questionnaire was implemented in them both before and after the instructional intervention. The third phase included data analysis (qualitative study of students’ arguments recorded in worksheets during the instructional intervention and quantitative study of students’ arguments in pre-test and post-test) and drawing conclusions.

To ensure compliance with the ethical standards and research rules, approval was granted by the Hellenic Open University's ethical committee. Also, we provided beforehand the students concerned as well as their parents with information about the aims, the content, and the process of instructional intervention, and we acquired their consent.

The research sample included 7 junior high school students (14 years old) from a Greek island (4 boys and 3 girls). All students spoke and wrote in Greek.

Instructional Material about Ohm’s Law

The instructional material about Ohm’s Law was designed on a teaching science as practices approach. The development of the instructional material used the learning model 5Ε by Bybee et al. (2006), which includes the following phases: engagement, exploration, explanation, elaboration, evaluation. Table 1 presents the teaching phases, the activities and the respective practices involved in them.

In the phase of engagement, students’ conceptions about the relationship among electric potential difference, resistance and electric current intensity were intended to be highlighted through two problems, while the students should realize the disagreements, they had with each other. The first problem asked the students what they thought will happen to the electric current intensity if the resistance of an electric circuit is increased (Activity 1). The second problem asked the students what they thought will happen to the electric current intensity if the electric potential difference of an electric circuit is increased (Activity 2). At first, the students gave individual answers to the questions. Then they discussed their answers within their group in order to find similarities and differences and, after negotiations, they came up with the questions that should be investigated. Two questions were asked. The first was whether resistance affects electric current intensity, and the second was whether...
electric potential difference affects electric current intensity.

In the phase of exploration, the students designed and carried out two scientific investigations in order to answer the questions they had asked (Activities 3 and 4). In order to design each investigation, the students were supported by a worksheet that encouraged them to ask the research question, make predictions, identify the variables involved in the problem they were studying, control the variables (by identifying the independent variable, control variables and the dependent variable), and describe the steps of the experimental process. In order to carry out each investigation, the students were provided with the equipment and materials to create the electric circuits and make the measurements. Guided by the teacher, the students made the necessary measurements and entered them into tables. With the help of the tables they drew conclusions.

The phase of explanation at first intended that the students construct scientific arguments (based on the evidence they had collected from investigations) so that they could support their own claims and refute any other claims (Activity 5). Then the teacher presented to the students the components of a scientific argument (claim, evidence, reasoning and rebuttal) and discussed with them the necessity of constructing arguments. The students were asked to identify the four components (claim, evidence, reasoning and rebuttal) of the arguments they were provided with and, with the help of the teacher, discussed the sufficiency of each and every component (Activity 6). Next, the students evaluated the arguments they had constructed with the help of self-evaluation worksheets that included rubrics. These rubrics evaluate the sufficiency levels of claims, evidence, reasonings and rebuttals of arguments (Activity 7).

In the phase of elaboration, the students were asked to implement all they had learnt (regarding Ohm’s Law and the structure of an argument) in new problems. Hence, the students were asked to construct arguments with the help of a scaffolding framework that asked from the students to separately record the components of the arguments (claim, evidence, reasoning and rebuttal). The students were also asked to individually evaluate their arguments through rubrics and restate them after correcting their weaknesses (Activities 8, 9 and 10). In addition, they were also asked to compare two arguments with the same claim and different evidence or different reasonings and justify their views (Activity 11).

In the phase of evaluation, the students answered again the questions they had negotiated in the phase of engagement and compared their final with their initial arguments in order to realize the changes that took place in both their structures and their contents (Activity 12).

**Questionnaire**

A questionnaire was developed to assess students’ ability to construct scientific arguments. The problems included in the questionnaire were designed based on the scientific argument assessment framework of Knight et al. (2013). This framework was designed using the BEAR Assessment System (BAS) (Wilson, 2005; 2009) in conjunction with elements of evidence-centered design (Mislevy et al., 2004).

The questionnaire developed included two problems (Problems 1 and 2). Each problem included a data table and a question asking from the students to use the data of the table in order to answer the question, justify their answer and justify why any other answer would be wrong.

The Problem 1 included a table with values (data) of the electric potential difference and the respective values of the electric current intensity that flows through a constant resistance. The students were asked to answer what is related to the electric current intensity that flows through a constant resistance.

The Problem 2 included a table with values of the resistance and the respective values of the electric current intensity that flows through the resistance at which a constant electric potential difference is applied. The students were asked to answer what is related to the electric current intensity flows through the resistance when a constant electric potential difference is applied.

**Data Collection and Analysis**

Research tools for data collection in the present study included the questionnaire and the worksheets the students used during the instructional intervention. At first (before the instructional intervention) the students completed the questionnaire (1 teaching hour). Then the instructional intervention took place based on the instructional material that had been prepared (worksheets). The instructional intervention lasted a total of 5 teaching hours. After two weeks had passed from the instructional intervention, the students were asked to answer the same questionnaire again (1 teaching hour).

Research data included students’ answers (arguments), as they were recorded in the questionnaires before and after the instructional intervention as well as students’ answers (arguments) given in the worksheets during the instructional intervention.
The evaluation of the structure of students’ arguments used a framework proposed by Skoumios and Hatzinikita (2014). This framework evaluates the sufficiency levels of each of the four components of a scientific argument (claim, evidence, reasoning and rebuttal) without taking their conceptual content into consideration.

Regarding the sufficiency of a claim, a scientific argument might: (a) not include a claim (Level 0), (b) include an insufficient claim (Level 1), or (c) include a sufficient claim (Level 2).

Concerning the sufficiency of evidence, an argument might: (a) not include any evidence at all (Level 0), (b) include insufficient evidence (Level 1), or (c) include sufficient evidence, that is, all the evidence supporting the claim (Level 2).

As for the sufficiency of a reasoning, an argument might: (a) not include any reasonings at all (Level 0), (b) include an insufficient reasoning, that is, a reasoning that either does not include a principle or does not connect the evidence with the claim (Level 1) or (c) include a sufficient reasoning, that is, a reasoning engaging a principle through which the evidence is connected with the claim (Level 2).

With respect to the sufficiency of a rebuttal, an argument might: (a) not include any rebuttals at all (Level 0), (b) include an insufficient rebuttal, that is, a rebuttal with insufficient evidence or an insufficient reasoning (Level 1), or (c) include a sufficient rebuttal, that is, a rebuttal engaging sufficient evidence and a sufficient reasoning (Level 2).

RESULTS

At first, results related to the development of the structure of students’ arguments during the instructional intervention are presented and followed by results related to comparing the structure of students’ arguments in pre-test and post-test.

The Development of the Structure of Students’ Arguments during the Instructional Intervention

In the first two activities (Activities 1 and 2) of the instructional intervention, the seven students (Students A, B, C, D, E, F and G) produced arguments mostly including only claims. Particularly, Students A, B, D and E produced arguments including only claims. For example, Student A in Activity 1 reported: *"If the resistance is increased, the intensity will be decreased because resistance is inversely proportional to intensity."* Regarding its structure, this argument includes a sufficient claim (Level 2) without any evidence, reasonings or rebuttals. Only a few arguments included evidence, reasonings or rebuttals in addition to claims. However, the evidence, the reasonings and the rebuttals were insufficient. Such arguments were produced by Students F and G. For example, Student F in Activity 1 reported: *"If the resistance is increased, the intensity will be decreased because resistance is inversely proportional to intensity."* Regarding its structure, this argument includes a sufficient claim (Level 2), an insufficient reasoning (Level 1) and no evidence or rebuttals at all (Level 0).

In Activity 5, although the students had obtained measurements of the resistance and the intensity of the electric current in a circuit with constant electric potential difference, they produced arguments that included either only claims or claims and insufficient evidence or an insufficient reasoning. Such arguments did not include any rebuttals at all. For example, Student A reported: *"The intensity of the electric current changes if we increase the resistance, that is, the more the resistance is increased, the more the intensity of the electric current is decreased."* This argument includes only a claim, which is considered sufficient (Level 2). However, no evidence, reasonings or rebuttals are included. In the same activity, Student E reported: *"The more we increase the resistance, the more the intensity of the electric current is decreased. Resistance and electric current intensity are inversely proportional to each other on condition that we have the same source."* This argument includes a claim considered sufficient (Level 2), does not include any evidence (Level 0) or rebuttals (Level 0) at all, but includes a reasoning considered insufficient since the evidence cannot be connected with the claim through this reasoning (Level 1).

In Activities 8, 9 and 10, it was found that the structure of the arguments produced by the students with regard to the sufficiency of evidence, reasonings and rebuttals had improved. Particularly, Students E, F and G produced arguments that included sufficient claims as well as sufficient evidence, reasonings and rebuttals. For example, student F reported: *"If we increase the resistance while keeping the electric potential difference constant, the intensity of the electric current will be decreased. The values of the table above show that when the resistance is 10Ω, the intensity of the electric current is 1.2A; when we double the resistance, the intensity of the electric current is halved; when we triple the resistance, the intensity is three times down. As seen from the above values and according to Ohm’s Law, the values I and R are inversely proportional to each other; therefore, when we increase resistance, the intensity of the electric current is decreased. Any other claim about the relationship between the two values is wrong because the values of the table above show that the values of R and I are constant, which means that they are inversely proportional to each other according to Ohm’s Law."* This argument includes a sufficient
claim (Level 2), insufficient evidence (Level 1), a sufficient reasoning (Level 2) and a sufficient rebuttal (Level 2). Students A, C and E produced arguments that included sufficient claims with insufficient evidence or reasonings and insufficient rebuttals. For example, Student A reported: “The intensity of the electric current decreases while the resistance is increased. The measurements of the table confirm that I decreases while R is increased. According to the measurements and Ohm’s Law when the electric potential difference is constant, intensity I and resistance R are inversely proportional variables to each other and, therefore, when one variable is decreased, the other increases. I think that my claim is correct because the values of the table confirm my reasoning.” This argument includes a sufficient claim (Level 2), insufficient evidence (Level 1) and a sufficient reasoning (Level 2), but it does not include a rebuttal (Level 0). However, Student B continued including only claims in his arguments. For example, he reported: “I think that the lower the electrical resistance, the higher the electric current intensity. I think that my argument is correct because we have done it with my schoolmates.”

After studying students’ arguments given in their worksheets, it was found that most students’ arguments were improved with regard to the sufficiency of their components during the instructional intervention.

The Structure of Students’ Arguments in Pre-test and Post-test

The Table 2 presents frequencies and percentages referring to the sufficiency of the components of students’ arguments in pre-test and post-test.

It becomes clear that all pre-test and post-test students’ arguments include claims, most of which are considered sufficient. However, an improvement in the sufficiency of the claims of students’ arguments was found in post-test as compared to pre-test. Furthermore, most students’ arguments in pre-test did not include any evidence, while when evidence was included, it was considered insufficient. There were no arguments with sufficient evidence. On the other hand, almost all arguments in post-test included evidence, though most of it was sufficient. In addition, most arguments in pre-test did not include any reasonings. By contrast, most arguments in post-test included reasonings. Half of these reasonings were sufficient and the rest of them insufficient. Finally, almost none of the arguments in pre-test included a rebuttal. However, more than half of the arguments in post-test included sufficient rebuttals.

As a result, as compared to their pre-test arguments, students’ arguments improved in post-test mainly with regard to the sufficiency of evidence, reasonings and rebuttals.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present study aimed to investigate the effects of an instructional intervention for Ohm’s Law, which was designed on a teaching science as practices approach, on the development of the structure of junior high school students’ (14 years old) written scientific arguments. The written arguments produced by the students in their worksheets during the instructional intervention as well as students’ answers to the questions of the questionnaires before and after the instructional intervention were analyzed.

Before the instructional intervention (as concluded from the analysis of students’ arguments in pre-test) as well as in the first activities of the instructional intervention (as concluded from the

Table 2. Sufficiency levels of claims, evidence and reasoning of written arguments of students in pre-test and post-test: Frequencies and percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claim</td>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebuttal</td>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>92.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
analysis of students’ arguments given in their worksheets), the structure of students’ written arguments was insufficient. In particular, the arguments included claims. Rarely did they include any evidence, reasonings or rebuttals. In the few cases where the above components were included, they were insufficient. These results are in line with the results of other research studies that have realized the insufficiency of students’ arguments (Jimenez-Aleixandre et al., 2000; McNeill & Krajcik, 2007, 2012; Moje et al., 2004; Osborne et al., 2013). The low quality of students’ arguments about their structure could be attributed to the fact that rarely are the students asked in the classroom to construct arguments in order to support a claim (with evidence and reasonings) and refute another claim or to dispute their schoolmates’ claims (Hernandes & Tecpan, 2018; Lemke, 1990; Driver et al., 2000). On top of that, the students are rarely taught the components (structure) of a scientific argument (Driver et al., 2000).

However, during the instructional intervention and particularly in its last activities (as shown after analyzing students’ arguments recorded in their worksheets), the structure of students’ written arguments improved. Apart from claims, students’ arguments also included (whether insufficient or sufficient) evidence, reasonings and rebuttals. It was also found (after analyzing students’ arguments in pre-test and post-test) that the structure of students’ arguments in post-test had improved as compared to the structure of their arguments in pre-test. This means that the instructional intervention contributed to improving the structure of students’ scientific arguments.

The development of the structure of students’ scientific arguments could be attributed to activities of the instructional material. More specifically, in Activity 6, the students were introduced to the structure of a scientific argument (claim, evidence, reasoning, rebuttal), and the necessity of each component was explained to them. They were also provided with opportunities to become familiar with locating the components of arguments in texts they studied and examine (under the guidance of the teacher) their sufficiency. As demonstrated by research data, such processes could help students construct arguments (Chen et al., 2016; McNeill & Krajcik, 2008; 2012; Zohar & Nemet, 2002). Moreover, there were activities (e.g., Activities 8, 9 and 10) that proposed to the students supporting frameworks that could be used by them for constructing arguments or restating their arguments (frameworks encouraging students to separately record a claim, the evidence supporting the claim, a reasoning and a rebuttal). Research that has been conducted has shown that when the students use these frameworks, they can construct arguments with improved structure (Berland & McNeill, 2010; Klieger & Rochsar, 2017; Lee, Cite, & Hanuscin, 2014). In addition, Activities 8, 9 and 10 provided the students with opportunities to evaluate by themselves the arguments they produced (self-evaluation) with the help of rubrics and then to record a second version of their arguments once again. Research has shown that these processes can improve the structure of students’ arguments (McNeill & Krajcik, 2008; 2012). Indeed, in Activities 8, 9 and 10 there was an improvement in the structure of arguments produced by the students with regard to the sufficiency of evidence, reasonings and rebuttals. It becomes obvious that explicitly teaching the structure of a scientific argument, providing the students with supporting frameworks for recording the components of an argument, and individually evaluating arguments (using rubrics) are teaching strategies for improving the structure of arguments constructed by the students. However, it should also be noted that the above are assumptions and further research is required so that they can be verified.

The results of the present study are subject to restrictions related to the small sample. The research was conducted with the participation of seven students of a junior high school class of a remote Greek island. In addition, because the research focused on only one science subject (Ohm’s Law), this was an additional restriction. Consequently, the results cannot generally be applied. Also, this research studied only written rather than oral arguments of students.

Despite the above restrictions, the present study contributes to the research on improving the structure of junior high school students’ written scientific arguments, through instructional interventions. Research conducted to date on the effects of instructional interventions on the quality of students’ scientific arguments has been limited. There was no research studying the contribution of instructional interventions to the quality of students’ arguments for electrical circuits. The present study showed that the structure of students’ written arguments can be improved through an instructional intervention for Ohm’s Law based on a teaching science as practices approach. Furthermore, the research conducted to date was focused either on the whole quality (structure and content) or only on the content of scientific arguments. There was no research focusing on the impact the instructional interventions had exclusively on the structure of students’ scientific arguments. The present study “sheds light” on this direction. This study further
supports existing science education literature across grade levels and science domains that explicit instruction in scientific argumentation improves the structure of students’ written arguments for Ohm’s Law. Additionally, the study demonstrated that the structure of written scientific arguments seems to improve with scaffolded practice during the instructional intervention.

The present study showed that improving the structure of 14-year-old students’ arguments through the designed instructional intervention for Ohm’s Law is possible. However, further research is required for verifying the effectiveness of this instructional intervention in an adequate sample of students. Furthermore, this study focused on the structure of students’ arguments. Further research is required for separately studying the structure, the content and the linguistic characteristics (vocabulary, syntactic conventions) of students’ arguments. In addition, the present study focused on students’ written scientific arguments. It would be of research interest to study the impact of the instructional intervention for Ohm’s Law on students’ oral arguments as well as to investigate the differentiations between students’ abilities to construct oral arguments and their abilities to construct written arguments, an issue with no research data at all.
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